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A SVD-based orbit steering algorithm for RHIC injection∗

C. Liu† , A. Marusic, M. Minty, V. Ptitsyn, BNL, Upton, NY 11973, USA

Abstract
The RHIC physics programs involve experiments with

polarized protons and several species of ion beams. In the
past, when switching between physics programs first turn
and circulating beam in RHIC was established manually
by adjustments to the corrector dipoles for minimum beam
loss. In this report, we introduce a new steering scheme
based on a SVD algorithm which uses a single-pass orbit
response matrix for first turn steering. The new scheme was
implemented into the controls system and demonstrated
successfully in Run-11. Establishing circulating beam us-
ing this automated approach has been shown to dramati-
cally reduce the beam setup time.

INTRODUCTION
RHIC (Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider)[1] is a collider

capable of accelerating either polarized protons or a wide
range of heavy ions. Polarized proton beam are accelerated
through the Linac, booster, AGS and RHIC acceleration
chain, while the heavy ion through EBIS/tandem, booster,
AGS and RHIC. Switching between species in RHIC fre-
quently happens during a single fiscal year run as mandated
by the physics program.

Beams from AGS are transported through the X line be-
fore injection into the Blue ring (the injection point for blue
ring is abouts = 158 m), and through the Y line for in-
jection into the Yellow ring (injection point for the Yellow
ring is arounds = 3676 m). As shown in Fig. 1, the Blue
beam goes clockwise while the Yellow beam goes counter-
clockwise. In the online model, the phase advance and s
coordinates for both rings start as zero at IP6 and increase
going clockwise.

Due to RHIC machine settlement, injected beam of-
ten did not circulate using corrector settings for the same
species and energy from previous runs. In the past man-
ual adjustment of corrector strengths were needed to thread
the beam through RHIC. During Run-11, a SVD-based or-
bit steering algorithm was implemented to assist establish-
ing first turn and circulating beam quickly in RHIC. After
several rounds of application, it proved to be robust and
reduced the setup time dramatically. The algorithm and
implementation in the Blue and Yellow rings will be pre-
sented.

ALGORITHM
During inital setup, the injected beam may go through

just a small portion of the two rings of RHIC. The available
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Figure 1: Schematic of RHIC accelerators, blue beam is in-
jected from X line at blue injection point and going clock-
wise, yellow beam is injected from Y line at yellow injec-
tion point and going count-clockwise

orbit for correction should be the orbit recorded by BPMs
with good status. The goal orbit can be simply a flat orbit
in both horizontal and vertical plane. The steering is trying
to redistribute the corrector strength so that orbit at every
BPMs matches the goal orbit.

Before establishing circulating beam in RHIC, the beam
transport may be handled as two transport lines. In a
transport line a corrector only affects the orbit downstream
while it affects the orbit everywhere in a ring. The differ-
ence is reflected in the orbit respone to corrector strength
change in a transport line

Rij =
√

βiβj ∗ sinφij (1)

compared to that in a ring

Rij =

√

βiβj

2 sin (π · ν)
· cos(π · ν − φij) (2)

Here, βi βj are theβ-functions of ith corrector andjth
BPM,φij is the difference of phase advances.

Suppose we are working on a machine withm BPMs
andn correctors available for orbit correction. The orbit re-
sponse matrix for a transport line would be a matrix filled
with zeroes representing the response of upstream BPMs



to downstream correctors. On the other hand, the orbit re-
sponse matrix of a ring has non-zero elements. For this
reason regular SVD in RHIC [2] which uses orbit response
matrix of a ring can not be applied for correction of the
orbit of the injected beam.

Due to the characteristics of the orbit response, only the
correctors before the last available BPM can be employed
in the steering scheme. Either Blue or Yellow beam is in-
jected at thes = 0 point (IP6), therefore, BPMs and correc-
tors betweens = 0 and injection point need to be excluded
in the scheme as well.

Phase manipulation
In order to treat RHIC rings as transport lines in the al-

gorithm, we need to clearly define the start point and end
point. This is done by manipulating the phase advances of
all BPMs and correctors which are involved in orbit correc-
tion. For the Blue ring, the phases of BPMs and correctors
in between injection point ands = 0 point are transformed
as following

µn = ν + µ (3)

Here,ν is the betatron tune in corresponding plane,µ is the
phase advance of BPM or corrector.

For the Yellow ring, the phases of BPMs and correctors
are reversed first to account for the counter-clockwise tra-
jectories.

µ1 = ν − µ (4)

Next we transform the phases for BPMs and correctors in-
betweens = 0 point and the Yellow injection point

µ2 = ν + µ1 (5)

Response matrix
After sorting the phase advances of all BPMs and cor-

rectors, the orbit response matrix can be established in both
rings as follows

Rij =

{

√

βiβj ∗ sinφij if φj(monitor)> φi(corrector),

0 if φj(monitor)< φi(corrector).
(6)

SVD
With construction of orbit response matrix, we need to

solve the following linear equations
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(7)
Here,

(

x1, x2, . . . , xm

)

′

is the original orbit,R is the or-

bit response matrix,
(

△θ1,△θ2, . . . ,△θn
)

′

is the required
change of corrector strength.

SVD algorithm was applied to solve the equations. In
case of excessive corrector strength, one could either cut
eigenvalues or scale down the full correction strength.

OFFLINE VALIDATION

The new steering algorithm was implemented in an ex-
isting application RhicOrbitDisplay. Fig. 2 shows the orbit
correction interface for Blue ring used for viewing orbits
and applying corrections.

We took the first turn orbit from injection turn-by-turn
data as baseline, and applied the new steering scheme of-
fline for both rings. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and 4
for the horizontal and vertical planes respectively.

Figure 2: The orbit correction interface with new steering
algorithm implemented

Figure 3: Offline test of new steering algorithms in blue
horizontal plane: in the upper plot, black is the first turn of
a saved injection orbit, yellow is the predicted orbit after
correction, vertical orbit in the lower plot stays untouched



Figure 4: Test of new steering algorithms in blue vertical
plane: in the lower plot, red is the first turn of a saved in-
jection orbit, cyan is the predicted orbit after correction,
horizontal orbit in the upper plot stays untouched

ONLINE APPLICATION

Online corrections in the Blue ring have been success-
fully applied in operation since its first demonstration while
switching from protons to heavy ion in Run-11. The cor-
rection in the Yellow ring has been applied starting in Run-
12. During Run-12 U-U setup time, circulating beam in
both rings were established with this new steering method.
Usually, multiple turns can be achieved by only correcting
the orbit in one plane; circulating beam can be established
with correction in the other plane. The procedure requires
only a few minutes. This is a significant improvement from
past years when iterative manual corrections were used to
steer the beams around locations of beam loss.

The original orbit, orbit after correction in the horizon-
tal plane and circulating turn-by-turn orbit are shown in
Fig. 5, 6 and 7 for the Yellow ring from the recent U-U
setup.

Figure 5: Initial beam orbit during U-U machine setup,
beam survived only part of the ring in Yellow

Figure 6: Measured orbit after putting in one round of cor-
rection using new steering algorithm, beam survived one
turn

Figure 7: Measured orbit of the circulating beam after ex-
ecuting two rounds of correction using the new steering al-
gorithm to establish circulating beam in the ring; The base-
line orbit used was the measured orbit shown in Fig. 6

CONCLUSION
A new algorithm for beam steering for establishing cir-

culating beams was implemented and proved to be very
useful. It is now a standard procedure for RHIC machine
setup. The algorithm uses an orbit response matrix of a
transport line and solves linear equations using SVD. The
algorithm can be used to facilitate injection orbit control
for both circular and linear accelerators.
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